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Abstract

This paper studies the high performance robust mo -
tion control of electro-hydraulic servo-systems. The dy-

namics of hydraulic systems are highly nonlinear and

the system may be subjected to non-smooth and dis-
continuous nonlinearities due to directional change of
valve opening, friction, and valve overlap. Aside from
the nonlinear nature of hydraulic dynamics, hydraulic
servo systems also have large extent of model uncertain-
ties. To address these challenging issues, the recently
proposed adaptive robust control (ARC) is applied and
an ARC controller based on discontinuous projection
method is constructed. The resulting controller is able to

take into account the effect of the parameter variations
of inertia load and cylinder and the uncertain nonlinear-
ities such as uncompensated friction forces and external
disturbances. Non-differentiability of the inherent non-
linearities associated with hydraulic dynamics is care-
fully examined and addressing strategies are provided.
Compared with previously proposed ARC controller, the
ARC controller in the paper has a more robust param-

eter adaptation process and is more suitable for imple-
mentation.

Keywords
Electro-Hydraulic System, Motion Control,

Adaptive Control, Robust Control, Servo Control

1 Introduction

Hydraulic systems have been used in industry in a wide
number of applications by virtue of their small size-to-
power ratios and the ability to apply very large force and
torque. However, the dynamics of hydraulic systems are
highly nonlinear [1]. Furthermore, the system may be sub-
jected to non-smooth and discontinuous nonlinearities due
to control input saturation, directional change of valve
opening, friction, and valve overlap. Aside from the nonlin-
ear nature of hydraulic dynamics, hydraulic servosystems
also have large extent of model uncertainties. The uncer-
tainties can be clasxifiecl into two categories: parametric
uncertainties and uncertain nonlineam”ties. Examples of
parametric uncertainties include the large changes in load
seen by the system in industrial use and the large varia-
tions in the hydraulic parameters (e.g., bulk modulus) due
to the change of temperature and component wear [2].

Other general uncertainties, such as the external distur-
bances, leakage, and friction, cannot be modeled exactly
and the nonlinear functions that describe them may not be
know-n. The:e kinds of uncertainties can be treated as un-
certain nonlmeantles only. Thus, nonlinear robust control
techniques, which can deliver high performance in spite of
both parametric uncertainties and uncertain nonlinearities,
are essential for successful operations of high-performance
hydraulic systems.

In the past, much of the work in the control of hydraulic
systems uses linear control theory [3, 4, 5, 7] and feedback
linearization techniques [8, 9]. In [10], Alleyne and Hedrick
applied the nonlinear adaptive control to the force con-
trol of an active suspension driven by a double-rod cylin-
der. They demonstrated that nonlinear control schemes
can achieve a much better performance than conventional
linear controllers. They considered the parametric uncer-
tainties of the cylinder only.

Recently, Yao and Tomizuka proposed an adaptive ro-
bust control (ARC) approach for high performance robust
control of uncertain nonlinear systems in the presence of
both parametric uncertainties and uncertain nonlinearities
[11, 12,13, 14]. A general theoretical framework is formal-
ized by Yao in [15]. In [16], the ARC approach was general-
ized to provide a rigorous theoretic framework for the high
performance robust control of a one DOF electro-hydraulic
servo-system by taking into account the particular nonlin-
earities and model uncertainties of the electro-hydraulic
servo-systems. A novel strategy was provided to overcome
the difficulty in carrying out the backstepping design via
ARC Lyapunov function [14] caused by the non-smooth
nonlinearities of the hydraulic dynamics.

This paper continues the work done in [16] and will con-
struct a simpler but more robust ARC controller for electro-
hydraulic servo-system. Specifically, in [16], smooth pro-
jections [13, 14] were used to solve the design conflicts be-
tween adaptive control technique and robust control tech-
nique, which is technical and may not be ideal for prac-
tical implementation. Here, instead of using the smooth
projection [16], the widely used discontinuous projection
method in adaptive systems [17, 18] will be used to solve
the conflicts between the robust control design and adap-
tive control design. As a result, the resulting controller
becomes simpler and the parameter adaptation process is
more robust in the presence of uncertain nonlinearities.
The discontinuous projection method has been success-
fully implemented and tested in the motion control of robot
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manipulators [11, 12] and the motion control of machine
tools [19], in which the design techniques for both systems
are essentially for nonlinear systems with “ relative degree”
of one. For nonlinear systems with “ relative degree” of
more than one, the underlining parameter adaptation laws
in the previously proposed ARC controllers [13, 14] and
the robust adaptive control designs [20, 21] are based on
the tuning function based adaptive backstepping design
[22], which needs to incorporate the adaptation law in the
design of control functions at each step. As a result, ei-
ther smooth projections [13, 14] or smooth modifications
of adaptation law [20, 11] are necessary since the con-
trol functions have to be smooth for backstepping design
[22, 23]; either method is technical and may be hard to
implement. Only recently, in [15], Yao is able to con-
struct simple ARC controllers for nonlinear systems with
“ relative degree” of more than one by using discontinuous
projection method. However, the scheme in [15] cannot
be directly applied to the control of electro-hydraulic servo
systems studied here since, as will be shown in the paper,
parametric uncertainties will also appear in the input chan-
nel of each layer [14, 24]. Therefore, the paper not only
constructs a practical ARC controller for electro-hydraulic
servo systems but also extends the theoretical results in
[15].

2 Problem Formulation and Dynamic Models

The system under consideration is the same as that in [16],
which is depicted in Fig. 1. The goal is to have the inertia
load to track any specified motion trajectory as closely as
possible; examples like a machine tool axis [19].

Figure 1: A One DOF Electro-Hydraulic Servo System

The dynamics of the inertia load can be described by

mXL = PLA – bxL – F’c(iL) + f(t, $L, iL) (1)

where xL and m represent the displacement and the mass
of the load respectively, PL = R – P2 is the load pressure
of the cylinder, A is the ram area of the cylinder, b rep-
resents the combined coefficient of the modeled damping
and viscous friction forces on the load and the cylinder rod,
~fc represents the modeled Coulomb friction force, and
~(t, ZL, i.L) represents the external disturbances as well as
terms like the unmodeled friction forces. Neglecting the
effect of external leakage flows in the cylinder and the ser-
vovalve, the actuator (or the cylinder) dynamics can be
written as [1]

&pL = —AxL — cfmpL + QL
4fle (2)

where Vt is the total volume of the cylinder and the hoses
between the cylinder and the servovalve, & is the effective
bulk modulus, Ct~ is the coefficient of the total internal
leakage of the cylinder due to pressure, and QL is the load
flow. QL k related to the spool valve displacement of the

servovalve, xv, by [1]

(3)

where 6’d is the discharge coefficient, w is the spool valve
area gradient, and P, is the supply pressure of the fluid.

For simplicity, the same servovalve as in [25] will be used
in this study; the spool valve displacement z. is related to
the current input i by a first-order system given by

TUXV= —xu i- Kwi (4)

where TV and Ku are the time constant and gain of the
servo-valve respectively.

As seen in the simulation, scaling of state variables is also
very important in minimizing the numerical error and fa-
cilitating the gain-tuning process. For this purpose, we
introduced scaling factors to the load pressure and valve
opening as FL = ~ and %. = ~, where S’CSand SC4 are

constant scaling factors. Defin;ng the state variables as

X = [X1,X2,X3,*4] T ~ [XL, &L, ~L, z~]T,the entire system,
Eqs. (l)-(3) and (4), can be expressed in state space form
as:

xl = X2
x2 = =(X3 – 6X2 – Ff.) + d(t, m,xz)

&4s4_fLw*3= “, & W [-AZ2 – c%nx3 + 93X4]
(5)

Given the desired motion trajectory X.hi(t),the objective
is to synthesize a control input u such that the output
y =, XI tracks XLd(t) as closely as possible in spite of
vartous model uncertainties.

3 ARC of Electro-Hydraulic Servo Systems
With Discontinuous Projections

Design Model and Issues
To begin the controller design, practical and reasonable
assumptions on the system have to be made. In general,
the system is subjected to parametric uncertainties due to
the variations of m, b, Ff~, f%, Ci~, cd, p, T and K. For
simplicity, in this paper, we only consider the paramet-
ric uncertainties of important parameters like m, &, and
the nominal value of the disturbance d, d~. Other para-
metric uncertainties can be dealt with in the same way
if necessary. In order to use parameter adaptation to re-
duce parametric uncertainties to improve performance, it
is necessary to linearly parametrize the state space equa-
tion (5) in terms of a set of unknown parameters. To this
end, define the unknown parameter set 0 = [91, t%,f3s]T as
01 = ~, % = d., 03 = ~~~. The state space

\
equation (5) can thus be Iineariy parametrized in terms of
e as

xl = X2

X2 = el(x3 - 6Z2 – Ff.(m)) + L%+ i(t, xl, x2)
X3 = 63[–~~2 :&Z3 + g3($3, 4X4

(6)

x4 = -$X4 + ~u
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where ~ = d – d~. Since the extents of parametric uncer-
tainties and uncertain nonlinearities are known, we make
the following practical assumption Al: parametric un-

certainties and uncertain nonlinearities satisfy O G W ~
{e : Om,n < 0 < r3m..} , Iil s &, where %in =
[olmim,oz~;~, r&i~]T, tk~~ = [61~~~, 6z~~~, 6’z~~~]T, and
& are known. In the above, .i represents the i-th compo-
nent of the vector ● and the operation < for two vectors is
performed in terms of the corresponding elements of the
vectors. Physically 01 >0 and Os>0. So we assume that
81A. >0 and 03mi. >0.

At this stage, it is ready to see that the main difficulties in
controlling (6) are: (a) the system has unmatched model
uncertainties; this can be overcome by employing back-
stepping design as done in the following; (b) the nonlinear
static flow gain gs is non-smooth since it is a function of
sgn(ra); this prohibits the direct application of the general
results in [14] to obtain an ARC controller.

Theoretically, all above difficulties have been solved in our
recent study [16]. However, in [16], smooth projections
[13, 14] were used to solve the design conflicts between
adaptive control technique and robust control technique,
which is technical and may not be ideal for practical imple-
mentation. Here, instead of using the smooth projection
[16], the widely used discontinuous projection method in
adaptive systems [17, 18] will be used to solve the conflicts
between the robust control design and adaptive control de-
sign.

Notations and Discontinuous Projection
Let d den~te the estimate of 8 and ; the estimation error
(i.e., ~ = 0- 0). A simple discontinuous projection can be
defined [17, 18] as

{

O if di = 19;~az and ● > 0
Projj (0) = 0 if ii = 0~~~~and ● <0 (7)

● otherwise

By using an adaptation law given by

i = Projj (r7-) (8)

where r >0 is a diagonal matrix and ~ is an adaptation
function to be synthesized later. It can be shown [11] that
for any adaptation function T, the projection mapping used

in (8) guarantees that (Pi). # 6 ~e ~ {~ : d~i~ < # <
@~a.}, and (P2). ;T(lT1Proj4(17T) -T) ~ O, VT.

For simplicity, let & and ~3 represent the calculable part
of the &Z and X3 respectively, which are given by & =
&(z3 – bz2 – ~fc(z2)) + ~2, and ~3 = 83[-ik2 – f&Z3 +

93(X3,X4)X4].

Controller Design
The design parallels the recursive backstepping design pro-
cedure via ARC Lyapunov functions in [15, 14] as follows.

Step 1

Since the first equation of (6) does not have any un-
certainties, an ARC Lyapunov function can thus be con-
structed for the first two equations of (6) directly. Define
a switching-function-like quantity as .a = X2 – Zzeq where
X2eq=~ld – kpel, el = xl –hi(t), and Xld(t) is the desired
trajectory to be tracked by q. Since G.(s) = ~ = +

is a stable transfer function, making el small or converging

to zero is equivalent to making zz small or converging to
zero. So the rest of the design is to make 22 as small as
possible with a guaranteed transient performance. Differ-
entiating 22 and noting (6)

22 = 61(Z3 - bX2 – Ff.) + 6’2 + J – 22eg (9)

In (9), if we treat u as the input, we can synthesize a vir-
tual control law CMfor X3 such that ,22is as small as possi-
ble. Since (9) has both parametric uncertainties 01 and 62

and uncertain nonlinearity & the ARC approach proposed
in [15] will be generalized to accomplish the objective. The
generalization comes from the fact that parametric uncer-
tainties appear in the input channel of (9) while the system
studied in [15] assumes no parametric uncertainties in the
input channel of each step.

The control function cw consists of two parts given by

ct!2 = ah + a2s, W& = %2 + Ffc + *(i2eQ – 42) (lo)

in which CW, is a robust control law and cwo functions as
an adjustable model compensation used to reduce model
uncertainties through on-line parameter adaptation given
by (8). If zs were the actual control input, then ~ in (8)

would be T2 = WW7$W.2where +z ~ [CW.– 5x2 – Fjc, 1, O]T.
In the tuning function based backstepping adaptive control
[22], one of the key points is to incorporate the adaptation
function r (or tuning function) in the construction of con-
trol functions to compensate for the possible destabilizing
effect of the time-varying adaptation law. Here, due to the
use of discontinuous projection (7), the adaptation law (8)
is discontinuous and thus cannot be used in the control law
design at each step; backstepping design needs the control
function synthesized at each step to be sufficiently smooth
in order to obtain its partial derivatives. To compensate
for this loss of information, the robust control law has to
be strengthened; the robust control function cws consists
of two terms given by

~zs = a281 + 0’2s2,

C3’zsl = —l%lq, —(kz + [lc@2r@2112) (11)l$2sl = Ol:;n

where kZ >0, C’oz is a positive definite constant diagonal
matrix to be specified later and cwzszis a robust control
function designed as follows, Let ZS= ZZ – az denote the
input discrepancy. Substituting (10) and (11) into (9),

.22= e1z3 – e1k2,1z2 + 6J1~2S2– iIT42+ d (12)

The robust control function QQW is chosen to satisfy the
following conditions

condition i z2[&a2s2 – 82-42 + Cq <’52

condkion ii Z291CY282 50
(13)

where e2 is a design parameter which can be arbitrarily
small. Essentially, condition i of (13) shows that ~zsz is
synthesized to dominate the model uncertainties coming
from both parametric uncertainties ~ and uncertain non-
Iinearities ~, and condition ii is. to make sure that a?=z
is dissipating in nature so that It does not Interfere with
the functionality of the adaptive control part cwa. How to
choose cwsz to satisfy constraints like (13) can be found
in [13, 14, 15].

For the positive semi-definite (p.s. d.) function V2 de-
fined by V2 = ~wzz~, where W2 >0 is a weighting factor,
from (12), its time derivative is
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02 = w2&z2z3 + w2z2(h~2s2 – ~T#2 + ~) – w2&~2sl~:

(14)
Step 2
[f we neglect the effect of the directional change of the
valve opening (i.e., sgn(zA)) as in previous studies [10],
g3 in the third equation of (6) would be a function of QI
only. In that case, Step 2 would be to synthesize a con-
trol function 93 for the virtual control Z4 such ~hat X3
tracks the desired control function cxz synthesized m Step
1 with a guaranteed transient performance. Since most
operations (especially the position or force regulation at
the end of an operation) do involve the directional change
of the valve opening, the effect of the discontinuous sign
function sgn(z4) will be carefully treated. Here, instead of
defining ZA as the virtual control for the third equation of
(6), we define actual load flow rate QL = g~(zs, z4)z4 as
the virtual control, which makes physical sense since phys-
ically it is the flow rate that regulates the pressure inside
the cylinder. Thus in this step, we will synthesize a control
function CY3for QL such that X3 tracks the desired con-
trol function a2 synthesized in Step 1 with a guaranteed
transient performance.

Let z, = QL – cw, from (6),

i3 = 93.24 + 03[—AX2—ctmx3 + 0’3] — CY’2C— C& (15)

where

&z QS!2;2 + %2
~2c = aZ1 x2 + aZ2

(16)
LY2. = *[-(X3 – 6X2 – Ffc)(% – P2 + ~ + *;

In (15), &2c is the calculable part of & and can be used in
the design of control functions but &u cannot due to var-
ious uncertainties. Therefore, &U has to be dealt with in
this step design. Consider the augmented p.s.d. function
V3 given by V3 = vz + ~ws.zt, where ws >0. Using similar
ideas and techniques as in Step 1, the control function ~3
are obtained as

k3sl = *(k3 + llce3 (~)T IIz + W%3W3112)

1

~.z2 — 8%2~ (x3 —~xz —FfC)
43= ‘3 —22.?. ‘1 (18)

_aX2

1. –Ax2 – Ctrnx3 + cz3a J
in which lm is a positive constant, C’es,and C’dsare positive
definite constant diagonal matrices, and QWZ is a robust
control function satisfying the following two conditions

condition i ~3 [@3~3s2 – @f#3 – ~~ <’53
(19)

condition ii .23e3~3.2so
where es is a design parameter.

From (15) and (17), it can be verified that

ti3 = V2 la, +W30323~4 + w3.z3(63~3s2 – ~Td3

—~~) — w363k3slz;
(20)

az2 – w3z3(Q#)

where V. 1~2 denotes VZ under the condition that u = cw.

Step 3

Noting the last equation of (6), Step 3 is to synthesize an
actual control law for u such that QL tracks the desired

control function as synthesized in Step 2 with a guaran-
teed transient performance. This can be done by the same
backstepping design as in Step 2 except that here QL is
not differentiable at sa = O since it contains sgn(xA). For-
tunately, since the actual control input u can have finite
jumps and is the control law to be synthesized in this step,
we can proceed the design as follows by noting that QL
is differentiable anywhere except at the singular point of
X4 = O and is continuous every.ohere. By the definition
of QL and gs, it can be checked out that the derivative
of QL is given by QL = &&3x4 + g3(x3, x4)~4, VX4 # 0,

where ~ =
-“

Consider the augmented

p.s.d. function VA given by V4 = Vs + ~w4.zj, noting (6)

and (20),

VA= Vs la, +W4Z4(~g3U + CY4e– JT44 – ~~- ~~)
(21)

where

1.i3c= ~x2 + ~i2 + ~i3 + ~
3$ (22)~4e = fj3~z3 — +g3x4 + *X3X4 —~3c

and ~A = [–~(zs -6x2 – Ff.), –~, ~zs+(~x4–

~) (-AxZ - Ctrnxs + QL)]T. Similar to (17), the control
law consists of two parts given by

U=Ua +US, Uct = ‘#&CU4e

‘l&= USl+ U82, ‘f&l = —k481z4, (23)

k4S1s *(k4 + IICe4(~)T 11’+ llq4r@411z)

where CW, and C4A are constant positive define diagonal
matrixes, and USZ is a robust control function satisfying
the following two conditions

condition i z4[*g@.2 – W4$4 – ~~ < &4

condition ii
(24)

.Z4*U~Z <0

in which .5Ais a design parameter. Substituting (23) into
(21) and noting (14) and (20)

V4 = w2z2(ola2s2 – lY’q$2 + d) – w2elk2.lz;

+W3Z3(03~3s2 – 8T#3 – ~~) – W3@3k3@;

+w4z4(~us2 – 8T954 – $2) – w4~4sl~;
(25)

–(W3Z35 + w4z4Q&i

Theorem 1 Let the parameter estimates be updated by
the adaptation law (8) in which T is chosen as

T = ~~=2WjZj~J (26)

[f controller parameters Cej = diag{cojl, 1 = 1,..., 3}, j =
3,4 and Cbk = diag{c~w}, k = 2,3,4 in (11),
(17), and (23) are chosen such that c~k~ Z

~ (~+ ~) , Vk,1, then, the control law (23) with

the adaptation law (8) guarantees that

A. In general, output tracking error el and z =
[22, .23, .z4]~ are bounded. Furthermore, V4 is
bounded above by

V4(t) < exp(–Avt)V4(0) + *[1 – exp(-~vt)]
(27

where JV = 2min{kQ, ks, kl} and EV = w2E2+w3E3 J
W4E4.

B. If after a finite time to, ~ = O, i.e., in the presence
of parametric uncertainties only, then, in addition
to results in A, asymptotic output tracking (or zero
final tracking error) is also achieved. A
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Proof. If C4j and C’oj satisfy the condition stated in the
theorem, using the same technique as in [15], it can be
proved that

Thus, noting the formula for kasl, k3~1, and k4m, (25)
becomes

V4 s - 2;=2 UJ,kjz; + w2z2(eK22sj - ~T#2 + i)

+w3z3(63~3s2 – ~T#3 - ~($ (29)

+w4z4(~~s2 – JT~4 – %J)

From the condition i of (13), (19), and (24), we have

V4 < – ~;=2(wj@; + WJE3) < –z~vV4 + CIJ (30)

which leads to (27) and A of Theorem 1.

When ~ = O, noting conditions ii of (13), (19), and (24),
(29) becomes

B of Theorem 1 can thus be proved by using the s$if%!
technique as in [15]. •1

Trajectory Initialization and Generation
It is seen from (27) that transient tracking error is affected
by the initial value Vi(O), which may depend on the con-
troller parameters also. To further reduce transient track-
ing error, the desired trajectory initialization can be used
as in [15]. Namely, instead of simply letting the desired
trajectory used for the controller be the actual desired tra-
jectory or position (i.e., XId(t) = $Ld(t)), zld(t)can be
generated using a any stable 4-th order filter with four ini-

tials zI~(0),..., z~d) (0) chosen as

ZM(0) = q(o), ild(o) = X2(O), ild(o) = ;2(0)

‘&)(o) = d,(o) [i3(o) – (b+ *(O)) i2(o)] (32)

Such a trajectory initialization guarantees that el (0) =
0, z~(0) = O,i = 2,3,4 and VA(O) = O. Transient tracking
error is thus minimized. The trajectory initialization is
independent from the choice of controller parameters k
and e and can be performed off-line once the initial state
of the system is determined.

Remark 1 In the above design, the intermediate control
functions ~i given by (10) and (17) have to be differen-
tiable. In return, the Coulomb friction compensation term
Ff .(x2) used in them has to be a differential function of
X2. This requirement can be easily accommodated in the
proposed ARC framework since Ffc (x2) can be chosen as
any differentiable function which approximates the actual
discontinuous Coulomb friction (e.g., replacing sgn(xz) in
the conventional Coulomb friction modeling by the smooth
tanh(x2.] ). The approximation error can be lumped into

the uncertain nonlinearity term ~. A

4 Simulation Results
To illustrate the above design, simulation results are ob-
tained for a hydraulic cylinder having the following param-

4 2 % =A. Fj2XlC113~,eters: m = 100kg, A = 3.35x 10– m , ~~

Ctrn= 2.’21x 10-14*, b = 20~ and & = 2. The scaling

factors used are SC3 =.5.97 y {05. and Sh = 4.99 x 10-7.
The desired trajectory E a sinusoidal curve given by Xd =

O.olsin$t. Sampling time is lrns. The initial estimate of

6’ is ~= [2,0,1].

The following three controllers are compared: ARC(d),
ARC(s), and DRC, ARC(d) represents the discontinuous
projection based ARC law presented in this paper. The
controller parameters are: kP=k2=ks=k4 =220,
Wi = 1, i = 2,3,4, C42 = diag[166, 22.4, 1000], Cq,s =
C44 = diag[166, 22.4, 86.6], C’W = Cda = diag[O.01, 3.16 x

10-2, 0.01], CW = diag[3.16 x 10-3,3.16 x 10-2, 7.07x 10-3],
&z = 10, &3 = 1 x 106, &A= 1 x 1010, and I’ = &ag[5 x
10-8,3.5 X 10-7,2.9 X 10-6]. ARC(s) represents the
smooth projection based ARC law proposed in [16]. The
same smooth projection as in [13] is used where m = 0.001,
and the remaining controller parameters are the same as
in ARC(d). DRC represents deterministic robust control
law, which is obtained by using the same control law as in
ARC(d) but without parameter adaptation.

Simul~tion is first run for parametric uncertainties only
(i.e., d = O). Tracking errors are shown in Fig. 2. It is
seen that the tracking errors of both ARC(d) and ARC(s)
converge to zero quickly as in contrast to the non-zero
tracking error of DRC; this verifies the effectiveness of
introducing parameter adaptation. ARC(d) also has the
smallest transient tracking error.

To test the performance robustness of the proposed
schemes, a large constant disturbance with an amplitude of
2 is added to the system during the period of 0< t < lsec.
Tracking errors are shown in Fig.3. As seen, the tracking
errors of ARC(d) and ARC(s) converge to zero after the
disturbance is removed at t = lsec. However, ARC(d)
has a much shorter recover period and a smaller transient
tracking error. This is due to the fact that the parameter
estimates in the discontinuous projection based ARC stay
in the known bounded range as in contrast to the large
wrong parameter estimates of ARC(s) during the first 1
sec when the system is subjected to the large disturbance,
which are shown in Fig.4. This verifies that the discontin-
uous projection based ARC has a more robust parameter
adaptation process in general. In return, a better perfor-
mance is achieved.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, instead of using smooth projection, an ARC
controller based on discontinuous projection method is
constructed for the high performance robust motion con-
trol of a typical one DOF electro-hydraulic servosystem.
The controller takes into account the particular nonlinear-
ities associated with hydraulic dynamics and allows para-
metric uncertainties such as variations of jnertia Joad and
hydraulic parameters as well as uncertain nonllnearmles
coming from external disturbances and uncompensated
friction forces. Simulation results show that the proposed
scheme has a more robust parameter adaptation process
and achieves a better tracking performance in general.
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Figure 2: Tracking errors in the presence of parametric
uncertainty
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Figure 3: Tracking errors in’ the presence of parametric
uncertainty and large disturbances

Figure 4: Parameter estimates’ in the presence of large
disturbances
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